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As privilege disappeared in Great Britain, careers were
opened to the sons of needy Irish gentlefolk : the
abolition of army purchase, and the opening of the
Civil Service to competitive examination, helped this
tendency. A result was to induce parents to send
their sons for education to England, and the increasing
ease of travel encouraged them. For the first half of
the last century, Irish gentlemen were generally
educated at an Irish school, and at Dublin University;
by the last quarter of the century, this was the
exception rather than the rule with the landlord class.
The ideas and the ideals of those who, before the
revolution, say before 1880, possessed and governed
Ireland, were in a sense more distinctively Irish than
those of their sons. They belonged to a semi-feudal
Ireland which has disappeared, and which was nearer
to , Miss Edgeworth's ' experience than to ours. Sir
Condy and,Castle Rackrent would be extravagantly
charged caricatures of anything that I have known in
Ireland : they would be unrecognisable' as pictures of /
.anything/that exists in Ireland to-day;. and we read:
with horrified incredulity accounts.of the multitudinous.
cottier families that wandered Irish roads in beggary
from, spring to autumn a century ago. The domineer-
ing landlord exists no more, neither does the quailing
serf. But we are by no means yet out of a time that
still has living memory of them both; I take my own
experience as typical of what an Irishman who has
reached sixty can remember.
Neither tyranny nor servility was normal in the
Ireland of my boyhood : we lived in a countryside of
kindly, decent people. But the conditions existed
which could produce both tyranny and servility, and
they were found near us in the more backward regions.
My home was in the eastern part of Donegal, which
did not differ appreciably from the bordering counties
of Deny, Fermanagh, and Tyrone—all of them now
comprised in Northern Ireland : it differed only ^ from
what could be found in the less fertile parts of Leinster

